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Beth: Hello. This is Beth Brodovsky with Driving Participation. I am here today recording live 

from the Donor Perfect Conference and I was lucky enough to be introduced to Barry Martin 

who is the Director of Digital Media and Technology for the Children’s Organ Transplant 

Association, which is also called COTA and since that’s much easier to say, I’m going to go 

with that from now on. So thanks so much for joining me Barry.

Barry: Thank you Beth. I’ve anticipated talking to you here for awhile and also since 

they’ve asked me to come talk to you, I’m excited about what you’re doing too with Driving 

Participation.

Beth: This is such a great opportunity to talk to people live at this conference because it’s 

bringing in over 175 people from all over the country that are using technology systems to 

grow donations and grow their programs. Barry was introduced to me because he’s been 

doing some really interesting things and talking here live is a great opportunity to really talk – 

not so much about the big picture stuff that I often talk about, but what’s been happening in 

your organization right now. Since Barry’s involved in the technology side, I asked him what’s 

been going on in his organization that’s surprising or different or really changing things. Barry 

was telling me a little bit about a project that someone started that went viral so I’m going to 

start by talking a little about what Barry’s organization does and what’s been happening and 

how a viral project presented some surprises that they had to deal with on the back end. So 

Barry, why don’t you start by telling me a little bit about your organization and what it does 

and how you’re a little different from a traditional non-profit?

Barry: Okay. Well the Children’s Organ Transplant Association (COTA), what we do is we 

train and we help local campaigns fundraise for typically a local needy patient. It’s typically a 

child who needs an organ transplant, a life-saving transplant: kidneys, liver, lung transplants 
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and sometimes it’s an adult because we also deal with single cell genetic disorders like 

cystic fibrosis, sickle cell anemia and so many times these patients are in their adulthood as 

they’re trying to raise funds to fund transplant-related expenses. What we cover is a lot of 

things that insurance does not cover – household expenses, travel, lodging, ambulances and 

sometimes the procurement of the organ from the donor patient. We maintain those funds. 

We actually own those funds and we allocate them back to the patients over their lifetime 

as they need them. They may raise $50,000 and it’s kind of designated to them even though 

it’s our money and then as they have medication needs and transportation needs over their 

lifetime we then reimburse those funds back to them. Most of the donations that come to us 

come from people who often times don’t even know who we are. Their focus is on the local 

needy patient. They think they’re giving money to that family directly and everything we do 

is awarded very carefully so it’s not perceived as that. In other ways, the parents could have 

some great tax implications if they receive $50,000 in a year.

Beth: Oh right so it makes a lot of sense that you both help them facilitate managing that 

money, but relieve them of that burden of that tax impact. I didn’t think of it in that way. 

Barry: Well they may lose assistance if they are Medicare/Medicaid patients. That child can’t 

afford to have any income or any money or they’ll lose their assistance.

Beth: That is a really great story about why it’s better to give through you to help these 

people.

Barry: And we’re the tax-deductible 501C3 so if anyone wants to make a sizable donation 

who is concerned about tax deduction, they certainly have that available to them. We get 

calls maybe 3 or 4 times a year with people saying, “Who are you people? I got my credit 

card statement and what kind of scam are you guys running? You need to give me my money 

back.” “No, sorry. Did you make a donation lately to a local child?” “I don’t think so.” Ten 

minutes later they’ll call back and say, “I talked to my wife and found out she donated to this 

kid down the street or at church” or something and then it gets straightened out.
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Beth: That is one of the back-end unexpected things that you end up having to deal with 

by not being the public-facing organization. So the way that the funds come in though are 

through the family and friends and through these individuals running their own fundraising 

campaign of some type.

Barry: Yes. We train them how to do bowling events, golfing events, car washes – big sales. 

Some campaigns are fully functional. They’ve got somebody who has done this before. We 

call her “In Charge Marge”. She knows how to come in, rally the troops, get the money 

going, boom, they’re raising funds. Others are more dysfunctional. They live in impoverished 

communities where they feel like there’s no money here in town. Well we find ways, even 

small ways to get it or sometimes the families are all spread out. They’re military families and 

have relocated and they don’t really know anybody in town, but they’ve got friends back in 

the other town so we have more of a social media viral email type campaign we can help to 

coordinate and give them tips on that or how to use a Facebook page to connect with people 

maybe they haven’t seen for awhile, but who will donate online so it’s not as many on the 

ground events. They’re more email campaigns.

Beth: That’s really a huge advantage of doing it the way you’re doing it. So many 

organizations want to use social media. They want to use these tools, but not everybody 

wants to connect with you on social media and hear what you’re doing. They want to help 

their family member or their friend and so taking that one step away and putting it back into 

their hands gives a tremendous opportunity for that spread and that sharing, but sometimes 

unexpected things come up as you were telling me.

Barry: Yes they do.

Beth: So tell me about the story of what’s happened recently on a project like this.

Barry: Recently, less than a week ago, we had a fairly new patient. A little two month old 

baby who needed a heart. His name was Hudson Bond and they started with us I think at the 

beginning of August, no the beginning of September I believe, and I remember I set that 
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donation page up myself because my assistant was on vacation and they were in a real hurry 

because they had donors waiting to give online. This often happens too. There’s a backlog 

and demand so anyway, I got the donation page up. The next day they raised $10,000 from 

just the back log of demand and then they just plateaued out the rest of the month and we’ll 

say two weeks later they had raised maybe $20,000 online. They had their own Facebook 

page. They didn’t even yet have one of our websites which we furnish to our patient families 

and it was going pretty well and they tried to boost one particular post – a picture of the 

father holding their son. They’re in the hospital. I think they’ve been in the hospital since birth 

so he’s got the respirator and bandages and things on his forehead taking his temperature 

and it’s not really what I’d call a gory photo. We certainly get lots of the battle scar pictures. 

“Kid, lift up your shirt and let’s see your big kidney scar.” Anyway, he tried boosting one of his 

posts with a $20 ad on Facebook and the ad got rejected. It’s kind of an automatic. Somehow 

they scan the photos and on the basis it was in the genre of zombies, dead bodies, crash 

victims. I mean it was just morally demoralizing and devastating to the family to think that 

their little baby, who is living, he’s hanging on and he’s living and they just rejected it. The 

father then kind of did a little stitch with that response from Facebook with a picture of the ad 

and posted it and said, “Here’s what’s going on. We tried to push this, but they rejected us.” 

Well, it took off far beyond the expectations of the father and I don’t even think he was trying 

anything to go viral. It was one of those innocent things that – well pretty quickly it took off. 

BBC News even got a hold of it as a Facebook story. So the angle of the story was Facebook 

rejects this poor child. How what a terrible, tragic thing and then we started getting donations 

from all over the world. I’m noticing and I had no knowledge of this and we get an email copy 

of all the receipts also and there’s way more donations in my in box than I’m used to seeing. 

It’s like, “Who is this kid?” I asked my associates in the cubicle next to me, “What’s going 

on with this kid?” “Yeah, they did some Facebook thing and it backfired on them” and I’m 

like, “this is ridiculous” and it’s stuff coming in from Australia, Singapore, Germany, all over 

the place. Finland, Norway, Estonia. I never even heard of Estonia. Where is Estonia? Then it 

really started taking off. CNN was on it and all the local news coverage was on it and then we 

were getting more donations than we could handle. The donor pages weren’t loading, they 

were crashing on people. A lot of security measures kicked in that we weren’t even aware 

of which made it more difficult for people to make those donations because, just based on 

percentages alone, we were getting more credit card failures. People were exceeding the 
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number or they hit their limit so it triggered some extra things. People had extra hoops for 

them to jump through that we didn’t know about even. It never kicked in before.

Beth: Right and I think that’s a big surprise to people. Everybody says to us all the time, “I 

want my thing to go viral. How can I make something go viral?” but the reality is just like this 

past summer’s Ice Bucket Challenge, sometimes it’s the stuff you least expect that goes viral. 

If somebody went and tried to replicate this experience – Facebook rejected my ad, I’m going 

to put my kid’s picture up – there’s no guarantee that they would have the same response. So 

the story here that we want to talk about isn’t so much “this is what you need to do to make 

something go viral and look at how many more donations they got from all over the world”. 

What I want to talk about is “okay this thing happened that was completely unexpected. 

How did that impact you as an organization?” The website started failing, it was crashing, 

things weren’t loading, you weren’t able to take donations. What were some of the next 

things that you did to try – because you were probably scrambling at this point because you 

don’t want to lose out on any of those donations – and you don’t want somebody to go hit 

the donation button and not be able to make that money. You’re right; it’s a tiny, tiny window 

to capture this virility. So what were some of the things you did to try and piece it all together 

and make it hold together to ride this wave?

Barry: Well I immediately got on the phone withDonorPerfect to find out what can we do to 

remove this extra, it was an extra CAPTCHA that people had to fill out. It was those morphed 

letters that you have to type in.

Beth: Talk a little bit about why that started.

Barry: It was news to me when I had a 70-year old man call me on the phone and he was 

just livid and very upset that he couldn’t make a donation to this child. He couldn’t get past 

this CAPTCHA screen. It finally pops up on the credit card information screen. What it is is 

to prevent automatic dialers from trying out credit card numbers and trying to find one that 

finally hits. I said “well we don’t have that on our page sir. Let me walk through the process 

with you. I want to make sure you didn’t hit the wrong page or go to the wrong place”. Well, 

I find out he is indeed correct. There was this CAPTCHA that popped up. Anyway I found out 
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what it was, it was DonorPerfect and it triggered after you have 25 failed donations over a 24 

hour period.

Beth: With one person or period?

Barry: Period. With our particular form that has that, I’m on the phone with them saying, 

“we’ve got to get this fixed” and we’re trying to ride the wave because we don’t know how 

long this is going to last and I don’t want to get more phone calls like I just got. In fact while 

I’m on the phone talking to them, tech support, another lady is calling in wanting to find out 

why she can’t make a donation online.

Beth: There’s no way you can really prepare for this. A lot of people say, “well you have to 

have a team in place”.

Barry: How could you possibly know?

Beth: How could you possibly know? Right, exactly. So you just have to muddle through, 

which is what you did.

Barry: Being in IT, they say your job is very much like an airline pilot. It’s hours and hours of 

boredom, occasionally interrupted by a near catastrophe. I thought “this plane’s going down”. 

My job is to keep the cruise at high altitude. We found out this is ridiculous. I don’t care, it’s 

got to get fixed. Do something. And they did. They came back and said “we’ve upped your 

25 to like 99. That’s the max we can do and we’ve reset the clock” and this was at 4:00 in the 

afternoon I think on Thursday or Wednesday. I don’t know. I lost track of time with all of this. 

This is the only thing on my radar screen. I mean this kid’s problem and the whole office is like 

we can’t even think of anything else. We’re checking the page.

Beth: Nobody is getting anything else done.

Barry: No. It’s crazy. We go home and donations are flowing in again and I think “okay, life 
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is good”. I come in the next morning at like 9:00 and I could see that donations had slowed 

down and I thought that was normal, but I thought I’d check on it anyway. I go and try to 

make a trial donation and the CAPTCHA is back again. I go in the back and look at all the 

completed transactions and all the failed transactions and just from like midnight to 9:00 

that morning, I had counted like 30 failures. I looked at the day’s previous failures backward 

from midnight and I hit like another 70 before I hit 9:00 yesterday evening. So I’m on the 

phone again and I’m like “Can you please reset the counter for us again” and it was kind 

of an automated response I got. “Sorry, there’s nothing we can do. It can’t be changed. It 

can’t be tweaked.” “No! I’m sorry. This is unacceptable. You did it yesterday, you put it to 

98. Put it back to 99”. I’m livid and probably sounding like a crazy man right now. It was like 

the plane was crashing and had already hit the ground again. We don’t know how long this 

is going to last so they called me back and again talking with them, I had to bring him back 

up to speed and he goes back and reads the previous day’s support notes and is like “okay, 

I got to escalate it again to a higher level person”. Pretty soon he called me back and said 

“we’ve changed it to 999”. I’m thinking that will do it. I think that will cover us for any 24-

hour window and it did. So they reached their goal of $125,000 later that day and donations 

came in. Again it was like what do we do? In the process they’re trying to import all of these 

donations. We’re not even able to do that. Their whole system was so busy taking in money. 

Our process is to then usually in a whole daily batch bring them into our local system. Just 

sync them up and we would typically do whatever we had to do. It could be 80 donations in 

a day, maybe 100 on a busy day. Now we’re getting like 1,300-1,500 in the day. We’re trying 

to do a batch of like 100. It just hangs. It didn’t want to work. We tried 50 and got down to 

15 and it still wouldn’t bring them in. It would just sit there and spin, spin, spin. It’s like alright 

just give it up and try again later. Again it presented some real back-end problems with our 

processes. We were kind of sitting around with nothing to do watching this thing haul in the 

money.

Beth: But the good thing is that the money did come in, which is great.

Barry: Yes the money flowed.

Beth: Another thing you just said was that the person had hit their goal. Through all this 
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virility and all this craziness, over a very short amount of time they hit their goal and probably 

didn’t expect it and because it got so much media attention, people still wanted to give, but 

then the tone started to change and what did you do to kind of keep those donations going 

after that goal was hit?

Barry: Okay. Well they hit their first goal five days prior. Their first goal was $75,000 and again 

we don’t usually set the goal that would completely cover their expected costs over their 

lifetime, but we try to set that goal so we don’t overwhelm those volunteers and give them 

too big of a challenge. So it’s not unusual for us to then raise a goal when they get close to 

the original goal because if the volunteers are still charged and ready to go, people are still 

able to give.

Beth: So you’re used to monitoring that?

Barry: Again it’s all because of the IRS. They don’t want us giving over someone’s expected 

need and to start stockpiling money. We have to keep that money going back out to fulfill our 

mission to keep our 501 status. Anyway, we’re talking to the dad on the phone and he’s like 

“I would feel comfortable if they would raised it to $125,000. That’s a pretty realistic goal” so 

that’s what we did. When that goal got reached from the fund again and at this point he has 

four interviews now scheduled with CNN Headline Saturday

Beth: So there’s going to be more?

Barry: It was what we were hoping because again all the money really comes to COTA 

anyway. It’s really our money and then we allocate it back to our constituents as they need it 

for transplant related expenses. So what we did was we made some tweaks to his particular 

donation page. We changed the wording of his goal statement, which would typically say 

“we anticipate transplant related expenses to be x amount of dollars.” We changed it to 

“anticipated transplant expenses are to expected to be at least x dollars” and we took away 

the goal thermometer which is a visual impact that had already hit 100% so we took that stuff 

away because then he was getting comments like “we were going to donate, but we saw 

that you met your goal”, but anyway donations are still coming in. They were still coming in 
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immediately after us reaching our goal. There is still a factual statement at the bottom of the 

page where they make all their comments like what the goal was, what the full dollar figure 

was. It’s going well.

Beth: And the way that your donations work are these targeted funds to this family? So if say 

it comes in and it’s $300,000 when it’s done and it’s well over their needs, what do you do?

Barry: Well again, its at the discretion of the people running that particular campaign and 

we’ve already had these discussions. “Once we meet our needs, we certainly give our 

permission to allocate those funds to other patients”.

Beth: They can do that?

Barry: They can do that. In fact it all can be allocated anyway. The reality is that not all 

patients raise enough money for their needs, again because they are dysfunctional people in 

general, so they really are needy.

Beth: Plus they’re probably at a time in their life when they’re stressed. This has really got to 

be overwhelming for them.

Barry: Exactly. Which is why we try to take that burden off the parents and say, “This is for 

volunteers only. Keep the parents as far away from the fundraising as we can”. Sometimes 

they’re not willing to do that. I’m the advocate for my child. I had my own sick child. You have 

to be your own child’s advocate through the whole medical system. It’s a whole other podcast.

Beth: Exactly.

Barry: They can certainly do that. Sometimes we have to allocate to patients money that 

they never raised. It’s certainly our perogative to do that. It really does go into a slush fund 

per se, but it’s a fund that’s for transplant related expenses for all patients, but if someone 

raises certain x amount of dollars, they’re certainly going to be guaranteed they’re at least 
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be allocated back what you raised. Some actually spend their entire fund and then the child 

dies for instance. We will reimburse a certain figure for funeral expenses and we actually 

have a whole allocation committee that is in charge of deciding – it’s kind of like if you had a 

foundation. The Board of Trustees decides where the money is going to go.

Beth: So this was an unusual experience for you.

Barry: It was.

Beth: So what would you say are the lessons that you’ve learned? What are your take aways 

from how this happened? Anything that you can apply to anything in the future or what advice 

you would give to anybody else who may not be prepared for something like this as well?

Barry: For the back-end, I don’t know what we could do differently.

Beth: Right and that’s really good advice too. Just saying sometimes there is just nothing you 

can do.

Barry: Other than the changes we’ve made with our banking system which are only minor, but 

they have huge impact. The fundamental changes of changing that little trigger, which we’ve 

been instructed that you may really want to change this back.

Beth: That’s what I was just going to say is that under a normal circumstance leaving it at 900 

hits before someone raises a flag is not a good idea.

Barry: It puts us at more risk.

Beth: Right. It puts you at more risk. That is an important thing to say so that raising it 

arbitrarily in preparation isn’t always the solution.

Barry: We would probably get and inkling maybe something was coming and maybe try to 

get that upped again for us. We can’t do that ourselves directly. We have to make the call. On 
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the other end, this will probably run into everyone’s mind and it certainly crossed our mind as 

well. How do we bottle this? 

Beth: Everyone thinks that!

Barry: I want to duplicate this with some other patients or all of our patients or something. I 

don’t know that, this is probably like a one time thing because even Facebook offered back 

as they were embarrassed twice, we’re going to give you $10,000 and ad credits, which is not 

what they need at all. To me, it’s a third embarrassment for them and the father said, “Can we 

take $5,000 of these credits and apply it to another child?”

Beth: That’s a great idea.

Barry: They don’t need to raise more money. They don’t need to run more ads.

Beth: At this point the ship has sailed on that for them.

Barry: Yeah. So I don’t know that that’s going to work again to have a failure from the 

automated response of Facebook’s posting. Again what happened was that caught the news. 

Everybody loves to hate Facebook, especially lately because they keep making changes 

and intrusion of the privacy and all this business, but it’s like the bucket challenge. There’s 

this whole other buzz about this thing that is seemingly unrelated to the cause itself that will 

sometimes get attention. 

Beth: Sometimes it’s such a disappointment to the non-profit that it’s not so much about 

ALS. The money does come to you but it’s not necessarily like all of these people who have 

donated to ALS, are they now ALS donors? Probably not. They got called out by their friends 

on social media and so they felt compelled to do something and to be part of something. Will 

ALS be able to recapture something like this? Maybe yes, maybe no. It’s probably something 

that they shouldn’t treat as their new baseline, just like you, but a couple of things that you 

did say that seemed to really make a difference in you getting through this is it sounds like 
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you had good phone numbers of people to call in the back end for support and you didn’t 

take no for an answer. When you got an automated response, you kept pushing so one of the 

things I would suggest to people is when you have back-end automated or online donation 

systems, make sure you have a real phone number that will go to a real person. If you get 

stuck, that Bob’s going to answer the phone and you’re not going to get kind of pitched into 

an automated system that you’re going to have to hunt through, and that definitely sounds 

like one thing that you can do. If anything that you’re involved with gets picked up by national 

media, that’s probably a good sign that things are going to change.

Barry: It’s going to hit the fan!

Beth: Yeah because people are always saying you could not have prepared for this, but to 

have people be aware of what might be a signal or a sign that it’s coming so you at least 

have a little bit of preparation like get Bob at IT on the phone because something is probably 

going to happen is always a good thing. Any little bit of preparation you can get is always 

helpful.

Barry: We actually did this a couple of years ago. We were chosen by Fox Sports as one of 

the four charities they were going to get behind for the next year. Again we got on the phone 

with all of our people, like web hosting and so forth and said, “What kind of volume, what 

kind of traffic can you guys handle?” We get really mad at them when things go awry, but they 

were very quick to respond and respond in a way that actually produced the results that we 

needed at the time.

Beth: Right and one of the advantages of using a system like a DonorPerfect or having the 

system is they do have an IT organization there and available. Some people that are using 

smaller websites, an independent website and just have a form, you may not have the 

infrastructure.

Barry: You have nowhere to call. I know these people. They know my face. They know me and 

that’s why we’ve stuck with them because of their whole unbelievable amount of feedback 
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that we receive and take into action from their constituents.

Beth: Thank you so much. This was really terrific. I think that the actual things that happen 

in an organization are things that people can really learn from. We talk a lot about the 

planned events and we try this and this is how it works, but it’s really interesting and a great 

opportunity to have a conversation with somebody that was about “here’s something that 

we completely didn’t plan and here’s what rolled out from it.” If you do end up catching 

lightening in a ball and figuring it out, we’ll have to have you back on to tell us how it 

happened.

Barry: I’ll see what I can do for you.

Beth: Alright. I really appreciate your time.

Barry: Thank you Beth.


